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ASSOCIATIONS OF DUAL TASK EXERGAMING
WITH COGNITIVE-MOTOR INTERFERENCE IN OLDER ADULTS
WITH MILD COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT:
A SINGLE-ARM PILOT STUDY
L. Kannan1, T. Bhatt1

Abstract: Purpose: To examine the feasibility and effectiveness of dual task (DT) exergaming to improve volitional balance control
in older adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Methods: Ten older adults with MCI were examined at baseline (week-0)
and post-training (week-5) on volitional balance control (maximum excursion of center of gravity, MXE [%]) while performing
cognitive task (auditory clock test or letter number sequencing task) and on the NIH-motor and cognitive toolboxes. DT
exergaming training lasted for 12 sessions which consisted of performing explicit cognitive tasks while playing the Wii-Fit balance games.
Results: From pre- to post-training, MXE improved (p<0.05); however, cognitive accuracy (cognitive task) remained the same (p>0.05).
Improvement in NIH motor and cognitive toolbox tests was observed post-training (p<0.05). Conclusion: DT exergaming was
associated to improvements in balance control under attention-demanding conditions in MCI. Future studies may focus on
examining the efficacy of such training.
Key words: Dual task training, exergaming, mild cognitive impairment, cognitive motor interference.

Introduction

practice of balance and/or gait activities simultaneously
performed with cognitive tasks helps improve motor
performance on ADLs but has limited benefits in
improving cognitive performance (7, 8). Despite this,
barriers such as lack of motivation, adherence to therapy,
and limited access to rehabilitation facilities have led to
development of alternate therapies involving exergamebased training (9-12). Such training provides real-time
biofeedback (visual, auditory, tactile) on movement
performance (delivered via low-cost commercial devices
- Wii-fit) while implicitly facilitating cognitive domains
and is known to be feasible, effective, and highly
compliant among MCI (12).
It is known that MCI demonstrate significant structural
and functional brain changes associated with executive
dysfunction, deteriorated DT performance, and increased
fall risk (13, 14). Additionally, exergame-based training
may not implicitly address “executive function” (12,
15), and explicit cognitive training may aid in delaying
or reversing the apparent cognitive decline. One study
revealed promising effects on reducing cognitive-motor
interference after 6 weeks of Wii-Fit + cognitive training
(DT exergaming) in people with chronic stroke (16). As
MCI also show significant cortical pathology, it could
be postulated that a similar training may be similarly

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a prodromal
stage of dementia, affecting about 15% to 20% of the
older adults above the age of 65 in the United States
(1) is characterized by substantial memory decline
but preserved general intellectual function with
subtle balance and gait deficits (2-4). Such deficits are
more pronounced during dual tasking (simultaneous
performance of cognitive and motor task) resulting in
increased cognitive-motor interference (deteriorated
performance on either one or both tasks) – a factor
likely contributing to the higher fall risk in MCI (3, 5,
6). Therefore, studies have focused on dual task (DT)
interventions to enhance and/or preserve the ability
to allocate attentional resources to both balance and
cognitive tasks when performed concurrently, often
needed in daily living (ADLs) (7, 8).
Conventional DT training that involves repeated
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beneficial (13, 14).
Therefore, this single-arm pilot study aimed to examine
the feasibility of a 4-week (12 sessions) DT exergaming
intervention among MCI on self-initiated (volitional)
balance control tasks under attentional demanding
conditions (interference task). We hypothesized that
MCI participants would show significant improvement
in volitional balance, cognitive accuracy, and improved
performance-based motor and cognitive function posttraining.

games (therapist cued) for 90 minutes/session, 3 times/
week. While Wii fit games implicitly addressed cognitive
domains like working memory, episodic memory, and
visuospatial awareness, explicit cognitive games targeted
subdomains of executive function – working memory
and attention, and semantic memory, abstract memory.
Warm up (step-in-place, trunk twists) and cool down
(stretching of lower limb) were performed before and
after session, respectively. Refer to supplementary
material section for details of protocol.

Methods

Assessments

Participants

Volitional balance control task: The limits of stability
(LOS) test via Balance Master (Equitest® Neurocom) (18)
was administered. Participants were secured in a safety
harness and asked to stand on the force platform of the
Balance Master (Figure 1). Participants were instructed
to lean their body either in the forward, backward, left,
or right direction to move their center of gravity (COG)
projection shown on a screen to the desired direction
without losing balance, stepping, or reaching for
assistance.

Older adults (> 55 years) were recruited from the
University of Illinois Hospital Geriatric Clinic and flyers
in nearby independent living senior centers and grocery
stores. This study was approved by the University of
Illinois at Chicago institutional review board. Ten older
adults participated in the study after obtaining a written
informed consent.

Participants’ eligibility

Figure 1
Represents a picture of an individual performing the
limits of stability test on Balance Master (Equitest®
Neurocom) in the forward direction

To be included, participants must score 18-24 out of 30
on the Montreal Assessment on Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA). Participants with uncontrolled cardiovascular
disease, presence of any neurological condition (e.g.,
Alzheimer’s disease), and/or severe musculoskeletal
diseases that may interfere with the ability to receive the
intervention were excluded. Additionally, people with
the inability to stand independently without an assistive
device for the length of a Wii-Fit game, with a fracture
risk heel bone density (measured using Lunar Achilles
Insight) T-score < -2.0, and inability to communicate and
understand English were excluded.

Research Design
This was a single arm pre-post research design
consisting of 4 weeks of DT exergaming sessions.
Baseline (at week 0) and post-testing (at 5th week)
outcome measures were collected.

Cognitive task

Intervention

Auditory clock test (ACT) (19) and letter number
sequencing task (LNS) (20) were administered using
the DirectRT EmpirisoftTM (21) software to assess
subdomains of executive function (visuo-spatial memory,
working memory, attention, and cognitive flexibility).
The audio cues were delivered through headphones
and responses were recorded through a microphone.
The ACT involved responding to different times of the
day, “yes” if the hour and the minute hand was on the
same side of the clock face and “no” otherwise. The LNS

In total, 12 sessions of individual one-on-one
DT exergaming was administered and supervised by
a research personnel (physical therapist) in a research
facility. Participants wore a gait belt and were supervised
during the session. DT exergaming was delivered via
Wii-Fit standing balance games which was performed
at light intensity (rate of perceived exertion via Borg’s
scale with individuals reporting score of 7-11) (17) and
was concurrently performed with explicit cognitive
56
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Results

involved sequentially listing alternate letter and number
combinations, for example, response to “C5,” was D6, E7,
etc.

Demographics: Demographic characteristics of
participants who completed the study are provided in
Table 1.

Interference test
The LOS test (all directions) was performed along with
both cognitive tasks mentioned above. Participants began
responding to the cognitive cues followed by the LOS
task.

Table 1
Demographics and clinical characteristics of older
adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). BBS =
Berg Balance Scale, MoCA = Montreal Cognitive
Assessment

NIH Toolbox

MCI

An iPad was used to test the motor and cognitive
domains. The motor tests include 4-meter gait speed test
and 2-minute walk test. The cognitive tests include list
sort memory test (working memory), picture sequence
memory test (episodic memory), dimensional change card
sort test (executive function), flanker inhibitory control
and attention test (attention and executive function), and
pattern comparison processing speed test (processing
speed) (refer supplementary material section).

Age [Means (SD)]
Range in years

57-74

Gender (M/F)

6/4

Dominance (R/L)

10/0

Height (cm) [Means (SD)]

171.5 (9.63)

Range in cm

152.4-181.61

Weight (lbs) [Means (SD)]

Outcome measures

Range in lbs
BBS Out of 56 [Means (SD)] Pre

Volitional balance control and interference task: Single
task (task when performed alone) and performance
during interference task was quantified by the movement
stability measurement of maximum excursion (MXE,
expressed in percentage), which is the maximum
ability to shift one’s COG toward the theoretical limit
in the desired direction. Higher values indicate better
performance.
Cognitive and interference task: Accuracy [(Correct
responses)(Total responses)*100] was calculated during
single and interference task.
NIH toolbox: Speed (m/sec) for 4-meter gait test and
distance covered in 2-minute walk test for endurance
was computed. Number of correct responses for list sort
memory test and accuracy for the remainder tests was
included for analysis.

64.1 (5.74)

Range
BBS Out of 56 [Means (SD)] Post
Range
MoCA Out of 30 [Means (SD)]
Range

167.14 (35)
116-211
54.3 (2.2)
49-56
55.6 (0.96)
53-56
21.4 (1.42)
19-23

Volitional balance control and interference task: From
pre- to post-training, MXE improved in the forward and
left direction (p<0.05) under interference test (Figure
2a-2d). Results of ANOVA and follow-up test are
presented in Table 2.
Cognitive and interference task: Accuracy on ACT
(Figure 2e-2h) and LNS (Figure 1i-1l) showed significant
improvement only during single task performances
(p<0.05), however, no improvement was observed during
interference test (p>0.05). Results of ANOVA and followup test are presented in Table 3.
NIH toolbox: A significant increase in gait speed
was observed post-training (p<0.05); however, there
was no change in the 2-minute walk test distance
covered (p>0.05) (Figure 3a). Post-training, significant
improvements in NIH cognitive toolbox measures of
working memory (p<0.05) (Figure 3b), episodic memory
(p<0.01) (Figure 3c), and executive function (p<0.01)
(Figure 3d) were observed. However, no improvements
were observed in attention (p>0.05) and processing speed
(p>0.05).

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
version 24, Chicago, IL, USA. For MXE in each volitional
balance control task direction (i.e., forward, backward,
left, and right), 2 x 2 repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed to examine the time
(pre- to post-training) and task (single vs. interference
task) differences on with follow-up post-hoc tests.
Similarly, four repeated measures ANOVA for accuracy
(cognitive) in ACT and LNS was performed. Paired
t-test was conducted for NIH toolbox measures. Refer
supplementary material section for details.
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Table 2
Results for balance control task
3 × 2 repeated measure ANOVA
Main effects and interaction

Df
(df1,df2)

Forward lean
F Values

Backward lean
F Values

Left
lean
F Values

Right
lean
F Values

Task effect

2,36

6.987**

2.389

8.807***

1.826

Time effect

1,18

2.733

2.277

3.841

2.729

Group × Time

2,36

2.349

0.382

4.069*

1.496

Paired t-test

Pre vs Post training

Balance Tasks

Df

ST

ACT

LNS

Forward

1,9

-2.148

-4.117**

-2.605*

Backward

1,9

-1.539

-0.229

-1.783

Left sideways lean

1,9

-1.08

-2.707*

-2.438*

Right sideways lean

1,9

-2.336*

-1.729

-0.736

ST: single task ; ACT: Auditory clock test; LNS: Letter number sequencing; *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001

Table 3
Results for cognitive task
2 × 2 repeated measure ANOVA for Auditory clock test
Main effects and
interaction

Df
(df1,df2)

Forward lean
F Values

Backward lean
F Values

Left
lean
F Values

Right
lean
F Values

Task effect

1,18

8.735**

1.427

0.391

0.297

Time effect

1,18

4.373*

1.828

1.448

0.993

1,18

0.028

0.364

0.391

0.817

Left
lean
F Values

Right
lean
F Values

Group × Time

2 × 2 repeated measure ANOVA for Letter number sequencing
Main effects and
interaction

Df
(df1,df2)

Forward lean
F Values

Backward lean
F Values

Task effect

1,18

0.394

9.581**

5.07*

3.89

Time effect

1,18

0.09

1.233

0.908

1.75

Group × Time

1,18

1.346

0.002

0.127

0.024

Paired t-test
Tasks

Pre vs Post training
Df

ACT

LNS

Single task

1,9

-2.795*

-1.374

Forward LOS

1,9

-1.655

0.758

Backward LOS

1,9

-0.937

-0.671

Left sideways lean LOS

1,9

-0.896

-0.563

Right sideways lean LOS

1,9

-0.264

-1.216

ST: single task; ACT: Auditory clock test; LNS: Letter number sequencing; *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001
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Figure 2
Association of dual task training with balance control and cognition under single and dual task conditions

Figures a, b, c, & d represent mean and standard deviations (SD) pre- to post-training changes for maximum excursion during volitional balance control under dual task
and single task conditions. Figures e, f, g, & h represent mean and SD pre- to post-training cognitive accuracy changes for auditory clock test during dual task and single
task conditions. Figures i, j, k, & l represent mean and SD pre- to post-training cognitive accuracy changes for letter number sequencing during dual task and single task
conditions

Discussion
As hypothesized, the study results showed a
significant improvement in volitional balance control
under interference conditions but no improvement in
ACT and LNS. Additionally, the intervention resulted
in improved gait speed but not endurance for motor
function and, similarly, improved working memory,
episodic memory, and executive function but not
attention and processing speed.
With respect to interference task conditions, the results
show improvement in motor performance but no change
in ACT and LNS cognitive tasks demonstrating motor
prioritization (6). Repeated practice of multidirectional
weight shift training that challenged one’s LOS and
immediate biofeedback (visual) with knowledge of
performance during training could have facilitated the
ability to precisely control one’s center of mass (COM)
body movement. The LOS test utilizes a significant
amount of attentional resources within the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, associated with executive
functions) (22). Post-training, utilization of the shared
resources between cognitive and motor areas perhaps
improved by channeling available attentional resources
to prioritize motor performance – probably due to the
CNS’ estimation or perception of the balance task to be
more challenging with significant consequences (such
as falls) in case of failure. Furthermore, the significantly
greater pathology affecting the DLPFC and associative
sensorimotor areas (controlling executing function)
than the premotor or motor areas (controlling volitional
balance) could attribute to motor prioritization (5).
Our study yielded motor benefits in forward and
left lean but did not improve backward and right
lean. It has been postulated that backward leans are
more difficult than forward leans due to directionalspecific anatomic constraints and increased reliance
on proprioceptive and vestibular systems (over visual
system) in older adults (23-25). Aging-induced changes
causes impaired integration of these systems and any
59
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Figure 3
Means and SD for gait speed shown in meters (m) and obtained from the NIH motor toolbox; and b) working memory
tested via list sort memory test, (c) episodic memory tested via picture sequence memory test, and (d) executive
function via dimensional change card sort obtained from the NIH cognitive toolbox

Greater scores indicate better performance. *, p<0.05

cognitive decline further depreciates this sensory signal
processing, resulting in deteriorated balance control (23,
24). Thus, impaired cognitive-sensory signal processing
could explain the poor performance and lowest MXE for
backward lean at baseline (single and interference task).
Lastly, motor performance was the highest on right lean,
which could be related to the dominance/preferred side
for performing activities and, therefore, there may have
been limited room for improvement in the right lean.
Although there wasn’t an improvement in cognitive
performance during interference task, visuo-spatial
and working memory (ACT) improved under single
task conditions. Apart from the implicit benefits of
exergaming (12, 15), and the explicit cognitive training
that targeted subdomains of executive function
(attention, planning, and working memory) may explain
such improvements. However, there were no benefits
in cognitive flexibility (i.e., letter number sequencing)
despite a positive trend. This task requires simultaneous
utilization of attention, processing information, and
working memory. Although the training did target these
domains, the dosage might not be enough to induce
change.
Similar to our study, studies targeting balance training
in standing have shown improvements in overground
gait speed in MCI (3) and positive transfer to improved
mobility (16). This could be attributed to task-specific
characteristics of exergames, which involve time limited
stepping activities. However, our results showed no
improvement in endurance. This could be because the
exergames did not incorporate high-intensity training
that is known to induce improvement in cardiovascular
function in MCI (7, 8). Lastly, due to the implicit (via
Wii fit games) and explicit (therapist cued cognitive
tasks) cognitive training components of the protocol,
improvement in NIH cognitive toolbox measures for
executive function, attention, and processing speed were
expected and agree with results of previous DT training
studies (7, 12).

Despite the positive results, our study has certain
limitations. Firstly, there was a small sample size and
lack of a control group due to the study’s preliminary
nature. Furthermore, the training was limited to 4 weeks,
and greater training dosage may yield larger motor and
cognitive improvements under DT conditions. While our
results demonstrate partial benefits of DT exergaming on
balance control (self-initiated), its effects on the primary
defense mechanism – reactive balance control – remain to
be explored.

Conclusion
Our preliminary study demonstrated that DT
exergaming has the potential to improve balance control
and, limited benefits in executive function which could
potentially have an impact in fall-risk reduction.
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